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TROPICAL HYPERELLIPTIC CURVES IN THE PLANE
RALPH MORRISON
Abstract. Abstractly, tropical hyperelliptic curves are metric graphs that admit a two-
to-one harmonic morphism to a tree. They also appear as embedded tropical curves in the
plane arising from triangulations of polygons with all interior lattice points collinear. We
prove that hyperelliptic graphs can only arise from such polygons. Along the way we will
prove certain graphs do not embed tropically in the plane due to entirely combinatorial
obstructions, regardless of whether their metric is actually hyperelliptic.
1. Introduction
Tropical curves can be defined in both an abstract and embedded way. Abstractly, they
are connected, weighted metric graphs. Often these are stratified by topological genus g,
and are parametrized by the stacky fan Mg, the moduli space of tropical curves of genus g.
Like the classical moduli space of curvesMg, this space has dimension 3g− 3, and a strong
connection between these spaces is established in [1]. We refer the reader to [4] and [8] for
background on Mg.
The more embedded perspective views a tropical curve as a one-dimensional weighted
balanced polyhedral complex in Rn, arising as the non-linear locus of a collection of polyno-
mials over the min-plus algebra, as presented in [10]. Such a tropical curve inherits a metric
from the Zn lattice, and contains a distinguished metric graph called the skeleton, minimal
amongst the subgraphs admitting a deformation retract of the whole tropical curve.
The embedded tropical curves we focus on in this paper appear in the plane. A tropical
plane curve C is a one-dimensional weighted balanced polyhedral complex in R2, dual to a
regular subdivision of the Newton polygon P of the defining polynomial f(x, y) of the curve.
If this subdivision is a unimodular triangulation, we say that C is smooth. We refer to the
number of interior lattice points of P as the genus of P . If P has genus g, and C is smooth,
then then the skeleton of C is a trivalent metric graph of genus g. In this paper we restrict
our attention to such graphs. An example of such a tropical plane curve curve, together with
the triangulation and the skeleton, appears in Figure 1.
Figure 1. A triangulation, a dual tropical curve, and its skeleton
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Let g ≥ 2. The moduli space of tropical plane curves of genus g, denoted Mplanarg , is the
subset of Mg consisting of all metric graphs that arise as the skeleton of a smooth tropical
plane curve, up to closure [5]. For g ≥ 3, Mplanarg is strictly contained in Mg: there are
combinatorial obstructions, meaning that certain types of graphs never arise as the skeleton
of a smooth tropical plane curve, regardless of the metric; and there are metric obstructions,
meaning that some but not all choices of edge lengths on a graph G arise from a smooth
tropical plane curve. For instance, [5, Theorem 1.1] shows that for genus g ≥ 4 and g 6= 7,
dim(Mplanarg ) = 2g+ 1, which is strictly smaller than dim(Mg) = 3g− 3 for g ≥ 5, indicating
that not all metric graphs appear in Mplanarg .
A complete characterization of which metric graphs appear in Mplanarg is in general an
open problem. It has been answered for g ≤ 5 in [5] by enumerating all regular unimodular
triangulations of maximal polygons with genus at most 5, and computing the cone of metrics
arising from each such triangulation. Even the combinatorial question of which types of
graphs arise is difficult: in genus 5, there are several non-achievable planar graphs that are
not ruled out by any of the criteria discussed in Section 3.
In this paper, we focus on hyperelliptic graphs, the tropical analog of hyperelliptic curves
[9]. These can be defined in a number of ways, including as metric graphs admitting a 2-to-1
map to a tree. The locus of hyperelliptic graphs inside Mg is denoted by Mg,hyp.
There is also a notion of hyperelliptic polygons. Given a lattice polygon P with g ≥ 2
interior lattice points, we can consider Pint, the convex hull of all lattice points strictly interior
to P . The polygon P is called hyperelliptic if Pint is a line segment, and nonhyperelliptic if
Pint is a two-dimensional polygon. The moduli space of hyperelliptic tropical plane curves
of genus g, denoted Mplanarg,hyp , is the locus inside of Mplanarg of all metric graphs arising from
hyperelliptic polygons with g interior lattice points.
It is reasonable to ask about the relationship between Mplanarg,hyp and Mg,hyp. The easier
direction is that the first is contained in the second: assuming Pint is a horizontal line
segment, a 2-to-1 map from a tropical curve (dual to a subdivision of P ) to a line is given
by vertical projection and bridge-dilation. Our main result is the following theorem, which
shows that the relationship is as nice as can be hoped for.
Theorem 1.1. If a smooth tropical plane curve with Newton polygon P has a hyperelliptic
skeleton, then P is a hyperelliptic polygon.
This means that, at least before taking closures,
Mplanarg,hyp = Mg,hyp ∩Mplanarg .
This is a generalization of [2, Theorem 4.3], which proved the result for genus 3.
Our strategy for proving Theorem 1.1 is as follows. In Section 3, we present two types of
graphs, sprawling and crowded, which are never the skeletons of smooth tropical plane curves.
In Section 4 we use these criteria to show that a hyperelliptic graph that is a smooth tropical
plane curve’s skeleton must be a simple type of graph called a chain. It then suffices to show
in Section 5 that if a polygon gives rise to a hyperelliptic chain, it must be a hyperelliptic
polygon.
Acknowledgements. The author thanks Sarah Brodsky, Meldoy Chan, Michael Joswig,
and Bernd Sturmfels for many helpful and illuminating conversations on tropical curves.
The author also thanks Desmond Coles, Neelav Dutta, Sifan Jiang, and Andrew Scharf for
their help in developing the theory of crowded graphs.
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2. Background and definitions
There are multiple equivalent definitions of hyperelliptic graphs. We briefly review these
here, and refer the reader to [9] for more details. One definition relies on the theory of
harmonic morphisms of graphs, and declares that a metric graph is hyperelliptic if there
exists a 2-to-1 morphism from that graph to a metric tree. An alternate definition builds
up a theory of divisors on graphs, and calls a graph hyperelliptic if it has a rank 1 divisor
of degree 2. Yet another definition declares a metric graph G is hyperelliptic if it has an
involution i such that G/i is a tree. The equivalence of these definitions is the content of [9,
Theorem 1.3].
Figure 2. A ladder of genus 8, with the two copies of T highlighted
The primary results we need regarding hyperelliptic graphs are the following proposition
and the subsequent discussion, which describe the structure of such graphs. Let T be a
metric tree on g − 1 nodes, each of which has valence at most 3. Duplicate the tree, and
connect the two copies by adding edges between corresponding nodes until the graph is
trivalent, as illustrated in Figure 2. The resulting graph is called a ladder. It is hyperelliptic
as there exists a 2-to-1 harmonic morphism from the graph to the tree T .
Proposition 2.1 (Theorem 4.9 in [9]). The 2-edge-connected trivalent hyperelliptic graphs
of genus g are precisely the ladders of genus g.
Figure 3. A hyperelliptic graph that is not 2-connected
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Figure 4. The chains of genus 4
This result allows us to construct all hyperelliptic graphs. Deleting the bridges (edges
whose deletion disconnects the graph) of a hyperelliptic graph and smoothing over the 2-
valent vertices yields the 2-connected components, which must be ladders, genus 1 loops,
or simply points. Then, the bridges can only be attached at fixed points of the involution
i, as discussed in Lemma 3.10 and Corollary 3.12 of [9]. For a ladder constructed from a
tree T , these fixed points are precisely the midpoints of the edges inserted between the two
copies of T . An example of a hyperelliptic graph we can construct in this way is illustrated
in Figure 3.
We will also make reference to a special type of hyperelliptic graph called a chain, which
can be constructed as follows. Start with a line segment on g − 1 nodes, where the g − 2
edges have arbitrary positive lengths. Duplicate each edge so that the resulting parallel
edges have the same length, and attach two loops of arbitrary lengths at the endpoints. At
this point, the graph has genus g and contains g − 1 nodes, all of which are 4-valent. There
are two possible ways to split each node into two nodes connected by an edge of arbitrary
length, resulting in a trivalent graph called a chain of genus g. Ignoring lengths, there are
2g−1 possible ways to perform this procedure; however, some give isomorphic graphs. In
particular, the number of combinatorial types of chains is equal to the number of binary
strings of length g − 1, with strings and their reverses identified. Counting up such strings,
we find that there are 2g−2 + 2b(g−2)/2c combinatorial types of chains of genus g. The six
combinatorial types of chains of genus 4 are illustrated in Figure 4.
We write Mchaing for the subset of Mg consisting of all chains. By construction, there are
2g−1 degrees of freedom for the edge lengths in a chain, so we have dim(Mchaing ) = 2g−1. In
fact, we have Mchaing ⊂Mg,hyp: each chain has an involution sending the parallel edges to one
another, and modding out by this involution yields a line segment. Moreover, by [2, Lemma
4.2], a graph with the same combinatorial type as a hyperelliptic chain is hyperelliptic if and
only if these parallel edges are of equal lengths
We now turn to the background on Mplanarg , the moduli space of tropical plane curves of
genus g from [5]. It is natural to decompose Mplanarg into smaller polyhedral spaces. Let
P be a lattice polygon with g interior lattice points, and let ∆ be a regular unimodular
triangulation of P . We will write M∆ for the cone of all metric graphs arising from ∆, and
MP for the stacky fan of all metric graphs arising from P . Then we may write
MP =
⋃
∆
M∆,
and
Mplanarg =
⋃
P
MP ,
where the first union is taken over all regular unimodular triangulations ∆ of P , and the
second union is taken over all lattice polygons P with g interior lattice points. It is worth
noting that there are only finitely many lattice polygons P with g interior lattice points up
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Figure 5. The five maximal hyperelliptic polygons of genus 3
to isomorphism [5, Proposition 2.3], so all unions can be taken to be finite. Moreover, for
computing Mplanarg , it suffices to take the union over polygons P that are maximal, meaning
that P is not contained in any larger lattice polygon with the same configuration of interior
lattice points.
We define
Mplanarg,hyp :=
⋃
P
MP ,
where the union is over all hyperelliptic polygons P of genus g. Although by [7] there are
1
6
(g + 3)(2g2 + 15g + 16) hyperelliptic polygons of genus g, we may restrict our union to
the maximal ones, of which there are g + 2. These are illustrated for g = 3 in Figure 5. In
fact, by [5, Theorem 6.1], the space Mplanarg,hyp is equal to MT ghyp , where T
g
hyp is the maximal
hyperelliptic triangle of genus g, illustrated for g = 3 in Figure 6
Figure 6. A hyperelliptic tropical curve of genus 3, with the corresponding triangulation
Because of the one-dimensional interior polygon of a hyperelliptic polygon, the only graphs
that arise from them are hyperelliptic chains, as in the examples illustrated in Figures 1 and
6. Which combinatorial type of chain arises from a given triangulation is determined by
the connectivity of the interior lattice points: interior lattice points sharing an edge in the
triangulation correspond to cycles that share a common edge, while consecutive interior
lattice points not sharing an edge in the triangulation correspond to cycles joined by a
bridge.
3. Sprawling graphs and crowded graphs
In this section we describe two combinatorial obstructions to a graph being the skeleton
of a smooth tropical plane curve.
Definition 3.1. A connected trivalent graph G is called sprawling if there exists a vertex s
of G such that G\{s} consists of three distinct components.
Note that each component of G\{s} must have genus at least one; otherwise G would
not have been leafless and hence not trivalent. Also, the vertex s need not be unique. The
sprawling graphs of genus at most 4 are illustrated in Figure 7.
Lemma 3.2. Sprawling graphs are never the skeletons of smooth tropical plane curves.
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Figure 7. The four sprawling graphs of genus at most 4
This was originally proven in [6, Proposition 4.1]. A proof also appears in [5, Proposi-
tion 8.3]. It is relatively simple and efficient to check whether a trivalent graph is sprawling:
the set of all bridges can be found in linear time [11], and then the graph is sprawling if and
only if three of the bridges meet at a common vertex.
Definition 3.3. A planar embedding of a connected, trivalent planar graph G is called
crowded if either: there exist two bounded faces sharing at least two edges; or, there ex-
ists a bounded face sharing an edge with itself. If all planar embeddings of such a G are
crowded, we say that G is crowded.
Example 3.4. Consider the graph G in Figure 8, shown with two different embeddings.
Combinatorially, these are the only two planar embeddings of G; this can be seen by noting
that for each of the three bi-edges in the graph, the two adjacent edges must point either both
outwards or both inwards (otherwise the graph would have a bridge). In fact, at most one
can have the edges pointing inwards, and from there the embedding is determined. Since both
these embeddings are crowded, we conclude that G is a crowded graph.
Figure 8. Two crowded embeddings of the same graph
There are no crowded trivalent graphs of genus g ≤ 4, as can be checked by consulting [3],
which enumerates all trivalent connected graphs up to genus 6. In genus 5 there are seven
crowded graphs, depicted in Figure 9. Proving crowdedness for these amounts to arguments
to that of Example 3.4.
Lemma 3.5. Crowded graphs are never the skeletons of smooth tropical plane curves.
Proof. Suppose the skeleton of a smooth tropical plane curve is a planar embedding of a
crowded graph G. If the embedding has two bounded faces F and F ′ sharing at least two
edges, let p and p′ be the corresponding interior lattice points of the tropical curve’s Newton
polygon. Since F and F ′ share at least two edges, p and p′ must be connected by at least
two edges in the corresponding triangulation of the Newton polygon. This is impossible,
since the only possible edge between p and p′ is the unique line segment connecting them.
A similar argument holds if the embedding of G has a bounded face sharing an edge with
itself. These contradictions prove the claim. 
We now develop several criteria for showing that a graph is crowded.
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Figure 9. The seven crowded graphs of genus 5
Proposition 3.6. Suppose G is a planar graph obtained by connecting two connected planar
graphs G1 and G2, each of genus at least one, with a pair of edges. Let G
′
1 be obtained from
G by deleting G2 and replacing it with a biedge. If G
′
1 is crowded, then so is G.
Proof. Assume that G′1 is crowded, and consider any planar embedding of G; we will show
that this is a crowded embedding. If the embedding has either G1 or G2 enveloping the
other, then it is crowded since the inner graph has genus at least one, as illustrated in the
first two images of Figure 10; thus we may assume the configuration is as in the third image.
(The possibility that one connecting edge is enveloped and one is not is ruled out by the
supposition that G1 and G2 are connected.) Delete G2 from our embedding of G, and replace
it with a bi-edge so that the bi-edge bounds a face F ′ as illustrated, without wrapping either
edge around G1. Note that each bounded face of G
′
1 besides F
′ has a corresponding bounded
face in G. Since G′1 is crowded, this embedding of G
′
1 must be a crowded embedding, so
either two bounded faces share two or more edges or some bounded face shares an edge with
itself. However, F ′ cannot be any of these problematic faces, since it shares exactly one edge
with exactly one bounded face, and none with itself. Thus the offending configuration must
appear in G as well, so this embedding of G is crowded. As this embedding was arbitrary,
we conclude that G is crowded. 
G1
G2
G2
G1
G1 G2 G1 F
′
Figure 10. Possible configurations of G1 and G2 within G, the first two
visibly crowded and the third yielding the resulting graph G′1 on the right
This result can be used to prove the following corollary, which will be key in determining
which hyperelliptic graphs appear in tropical plane curves.
Corollary 3.7. Let G be a trivalent connected planar graph of the form illustrated in Figure
11, where each unknown box contains a graph of genus at least one. Then G is crowded.
Proof. Perform the surgery from Proposition 3.6 three times on G, thereby producing the
graph from Example 3.4. Since that graph is crowded, three applications of Proposition 3.6
imply that G is crowded as well. 
Another way to show that a graph is crowded is based on particular subgraphs.
Lemma 3.8. Let G′ be a 2-connected component of a planar graph G. If G′ is crowded, then
so is G.
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? ? ?
Figure 11. A crowded graph
Proof. Choose any embedding of G, then delete everything that is not part of G′, smoothing
over the resulting 2-valent vertices. Label the bounded faces F1, . . . , Fk. Now add back in
the rest of G. Since G′ is a 2-connected component of G, the faces F1, . . . , Fk are preserved as
faces, and the number of edges shared by (not necessarily distinct) pairs amongst F1, . . . , Fk
have either remained the same or increased. Thus either two bounded faces of G share two
edges, or one bounded face shares an edge with itself, and the embedding is crowded. Since
this was an arbitrary embedding of G, we conclude that G is crowded. 
Note that is possible for a graph to have a crowded subgraph (perhaps with with 2-valent
vertices smoothed over) without being crowded, as long as that subgraph is not a 2-connected
component. See Figure 12 for an example.
Figure 12. A graph that isn’t crowded, but has a crowded subgraph
4. Combinatorial obstructions for hyperelliptic graphs
Armed with our sprawling and crowded criteria, we are now ready to prove that chains are
the only combinatorial types of hyperelliptic graphs that appear as the skeleton of a smooth
tropical plane curve. We begin with the case of 2-connected graphs.
Proposition 4.1. If a trivalent hyperelliptic graph is 2-connected, either it is a chain or it
is crowded.
Proof. Let G be a 2-connected hyperelliptic graph of genus g. By Proposition 2.1, G is a
ladder over a tree with g − 1 nodes, each with valency at most three. Note that G is the
2-connected chain of genus g if and only if the tree is a line segment. Assume G is not
a chain. Then the tree must contain a trivalent vertex and so G is of the form shown in
Figure 11, where each unknown box contains at least one bi-edge. Corollary 3.7 implies that
G is crowded. 
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Proposition 4.2. If G is the hyperelliptic skeleton of a smooth tropical plane curve, then G
is a chain.
Our proof of this proposition will show something even stronger: that if a graph is the
skeleton of a smooth tropical plane curve, and there exists some metric on that graph that
makes it hyperelliptic (not necessarily the metric given by that embedding), then that graph
must be a chain under that new metric.
Proof. Let G be such a hyperelliptic skeleton, meaning it comes with a given embedding into
the plane which cannot be a crowded embedding. Each 2-connected component of G must
be hyperelliptic and not crowded by Lemma 3.8, and so by Proposition 4.1 each 2-connected
component of G must be either a chain, a loop, or a vertex.
Let G′ be a nontrivial 2-connected component of G, from which G′ inherits a non-crowded
embedding into the plane. Since G′ is a chain, it must be in the standard chain embedding
illustrated in Figure 13: any other embedding is crowded, as can be checked by inductively
building the embedding loop by loop. The only bridges that could possibly connect G′ to
the rest of G are a bridge from the middle of e0 and a bridge from the middle of eg. This is
because a 2-connected component connecting to G from any other ei (or with multiple edges
from e0 or from eg) would make a bounded face of G share an edge with itself, meaning the
embedding was crowded.
e0 e1 e2 e3 eg−2 eg−1 eg
Figure 13. The standard embedding of a chain, with vertical edges labelled
e0 to eg
It follows that each 2-connected component of G has at most one incoming and one
outgoing edge. As with any graph, shrinking the 2-connected components down to nodes
yields a tree T . Lemma 3.2 implies that T must be a line segment: if T had any trivalent
nodes, the corresponding 2-connected component would have to be a vertex, and so G
would be sprawling. Considering the structure of each nontrivial 2-connected component,
we conclude that G must be a chain. 
5. Metric obstructions
Proposition 4.2 implies that Mplanarg ∩Mg,hyp ⊂Mplanarg ∩Mchaing . However, it is not immedi-
ately clear that there is no contribution from nonhyperelliptic polygons, which can give rise
to graphs with the same combinatorial types as chains, and could a priori have hyperelliptic
metrics. The following proposition rules this out, and is the last ingredient we need in order
to prove Theorem 1.1.
Proposition 5.1. Let G be the skeleton of a smooth tropical plane curve C with nonhyper-
elliptic Newton polygon P . If G is combinatorially a chain, then the metric on G is not
hyperelliptic.
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In the proof of this proposition, when we say “G is a chain”, we mean that G is a chain
combinatorially, possibly without a hyperelliptic metric.
Proof. Let ∆ be the unimodular triangulation of P dual to the smooth tropical plane curve
C with skeleton G. The order on the distinguished cycles c1, . . . , cg of G induces a natural
ordering on the interior lattice points of P , which we will call p1, . . . , pg. Since P is nonhy-
perelliptic, there exists some triple (pi, pi+1, pi+2) of these interior lattice points that are not
collinear. We will assume that the cycle ci+1 shares an edge with ci and an edge with ci+2;
the other cases with at least one bridge coming from ci+1 are handled similarly. Dually, this
means that ∆ contains the line segments conv(pi, pi+1) and conv(pi+1, pi+2).
Consider the triangle T = conv(pi, pi+1, pi+2), which does not intersect the boundary of
P since its vertices are interior to P . We claim that T has area 1
2
. If not, then by Pick’s
theorem, T must contain at least one more interior lattice point p′, which must lie either in
the interior of the triangle or on the edge conv(pi, pi+2). Either way, ∆ must include an edge
connecting pi+1 to p
′, violating the chain structure of G. Thus, T has area 1
2
, and so after a
change of coordinates we may assume pi = (1, 2), pi+1 = (1, 1), and pi+2 = (2, 1).
Since G is a chain, the triangulation ∆ does not contain the line segment pipi+2. This
means that some line segment in ∆ containing pi+1 must separate pi and pi+2. By the
convexity of P , this means that the point q = (2, 2) is contained in P , and in fact conv(pi+1, q)
is a line segment in ∆. Since G is a chain, it follows that q is a boundary point of P . Since P
is convex, there is no segment in ∆ containing pi+1 that separates pi from q, or pi+2 from q.
It follows that conv(pi, q) and conv(pi+2, q) are both segments in the triangulation ∆. In the
dual tropical curve, let eh be dual to conv(pi, pi+1); ev be dual to conv(pi+1, pi+2); e1 be dual
to conv(pi+1, q); and e2 be the remainder of the cycle ci+1. This is illustrated in Figure 14.
Let `h, `v, `1, and `2 denote the lengths of these edges, respectively.
pi
pi+1
pi+2
q e1
eh
ev
e2
ci
ci+1 ci+2
Figure 14. A portion of the triangulation ∆ of P , and part of the dual
tropical curve
Let q1, q2, . . . , qn denote the lattice points of P that ∆ connects to pi+1, ordered counter-
clockwise starting with q (so that q1 = q, q2 = pi and qn = pi+2). Write these points in
coordinates as qj = (aj, bj). For 3 ≤ j ≤ n− 1, at least one of aj and bj must be nonpositive
due to the placement of pi and pi+2. In fact, we claim that for all j, at least one of aj and
bj is equal to 0. Suppose not; then some qj = (aj, bj) is in the interior of either the second,
third, or fourth quadrant of R2. Assume for the moment that it is the second quadrant.
Then the triangle conv(pi, pi+1, qj) has area strictly greater than 1/2 due to its base and
height, meaning by Pick’s theorem that the triangle must contain at least a fourth lattice
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point p′. This point p′ must appear either in the interior of the triangle or on the edge
conv(pi+1, q), meaning it must be an interior lattice point of P . As there are no possible
edges to separate them, p′ is connected to pi+1 by a segment in ∆, which is impossible as
G is a chain, a contradiction. An identical argument holds for qj in the fourth quadrant,
replacing pi with pi+2; if qj is in the third quadrant, we can reach a similar contradiction
considering the triangle conv(pi, pi+2, qj), which will have area strictly greater than
3
2
and
thus will cotnain an extra lattice point besides its vertices and the interior point pi+1.
In the tropical embedding of the graph G, the edge e2 is made up of line segments that are
dual to q3, q4, . . . , qn−1. Consider the line segments in e2 dual to qi’s of the form (ai, 0). The
sum of the horizontal widths of these segments must be at least the sum of the horizontal
widths of e1 and eh: otherwise the cycle ci+1 would not be closed. Since these line segments
in e2 have slopes in Z, each of them has lattice length equal to horizontal width. The same
holds for e1 and eh, implying `2 ≥ `1 + `h > `1. This means G has edges of a two-cut with
different lengths, namely e1 and e2 with lengths `1 6= `2. By [2, Lemma 4.2], the graph G
cannot be hyperelliptic. 
It is worth remarking that it is not immediately obvious from Figure 14 that e2 is longer
than e1, since we are considering lattice length rather than Euclidean length. For instance,
if `1 = `v = 1, `h = 2, and e2 consists of a single line segment with slope 2/3, then `1 = `2.
This is ruled out by constraints on the lattice polygon P , but the result does require more
work than it might initially seem.
The results of this section now allow us to prove that hyperelliptic graphs that arise as the
skeletons of smooth tropical plane curves only come from hyperelliptic Newton polygons.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let C be a smooth tropical plane curve with Newton polygon P and
a hyperelliptic skeleton G. By Proposition 4.2, the graph G must be a chain. If P were not
a hyperelliptic polygon, then by Proposition 5.1 the chain G could not be hyperelliptic as
assumed. We conclude that P must be a hyperelliptic polygon. 
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